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PERCEIVED VALUE AND
COLOR, MATERIAL & FINISH

COLOR, SIZE, TYPE OF VEHICLE... these choices have always been part of
the car-buying equation. But now, consumers also can choose whether they want an
internal combustion engine (ICE) or an electric one.
This new choice, along with all of the traditional ones, says a lot about the owner
and their values. No matter what they choose, potential owners who perceive higher
value in a vehicle are more likely to make the purchase decision, and make it faster.

HOW TO INCREASE A VEHICLE’S
PERCEIVED VALUE
Our suggestion? Focus on improving the color,
material and finish (CMF) of those parts of a
vehicle with which driver and passengers are
almost always in contact, by sight or touch:
• Instrument panel
• A-, B- and C-pillars
• Gear shift
• Knobs and Buttons
• Displays
• Seating
• Ducts and Blends
• Door panels

/// Use CMF for parts that drivers and passengers see and touch most often.

In the automotive industry, where safety and dependability are vital,
perceived quality has to go hand-in-hand with product quality. While this
is true of ICE vehicles as well, e-vehicles present new CMF opportunities.
Replacing a gas-powered engine with an electric one typically frees 10%
or more additional space in the vehicle interior, according to McKinsey
in its report on e-vehicle design. This space can be used to impress
passengers.
Due mainly to the high cost of batteries, current pricing of e-vehicles is
higher than ICE-powered ones. To make pricier e-vehicles attractive to
consumers by raising the perception of value, today’s OEMs often load
options onto e-vehicles and make them standard. However, CMF can be
a lower-cost means to improving perceived value.

APPEARANCE AND FUNCTION
Recent developments in advanced polymers help manufacturers
heighten the perceived value of vehicle interiors, while also improving
quality and durability. Often, these enhancements can be employed while
also reducing total cost.

INSTRUMENT PANEL
Scratch resistant materials improve the
durability of IPs, seatbelt holders and
other interior surfaces. Employ distinctive
or signal colors to help orient passengers
to a vehicle’s controls. Anti-dust solutions
heighten quality perception and lower
costs at the dealership level.

A-, B- AND C-PILLARS
Give pillars a premium look without the
hassles of trimming and forming textiles.
Special effect colorants make it possible
to mimic the look of fabric, with an added
benefit: molded parts are easier to clean.

DOOR PANELS
Scratch resistance is critical for these
hard-working parts. Consider a color
masterbatch that includes a functional
additive aimed at improving scratch
resistance.

GEAR SHIFT, DISPLAYS,
INSTRUMENT PANELS
Consider laser marking for its durability
and branding potential here. Then make
sure your masterbatch colorant includes
an additive that improves the speed and
clarity of laser marking.

\\\ High-density polymers provide a weighty feel and greater design freedom than metals.

KNOBS AND BUTTONS
With density modified polymers, you
can impart the cool touch, heft and feel
of metal to knobs and buttons, but with
the simplicity of injection molding. Laser
marking patterns on the control surface is
another option.

SEATING
Achieve
various

interior

color

thermoplastics

harmony
and

for

polymer-

based textiles by relying on your colorant
supplier’s expertise.

DUCTS AND BLENDS
Use molded-in color to get the appearance
you want, and avoid the cost and hassle
of painting parts. In addition, low VOC
(volatile organic compound) materials
have been developed to improve vehicle
interior air quality, in compliance with
regulations in Asia and best practices
around the world.

Ready to learn more about the use of CMF to
enhance a vehicle’s perceived value? Contact us
at +1.866.POLYONE (+1.866.765.9663)
or www.polyone.com.
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